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Austroads ARRB partnership research 
for local government

The Symposium will concentrate on recent research findings and local road 
applications. Topics will include: 

 � The Austroads research program and what it can do for local government 
 � Pavement asset management fundamentals
 � Asset management software applications to assist decision making
 � Pavement performance modelling and the local roads deterioration study (LRDS)
 � Application of the LRDS models in long term strategic planning
 � Developments in bitumens and binders
 � How long will your concrete bridges last?
 � Managing parking issues in small towns – when to consider introducing user pay
 � Performance based standards (PBS) route assessment tool
 � Recent developments in road design
 � Current developments in rural and community road safety.

The event is restricted to ARRB members and government agencies, including:

 � local government
 � state road authorities
 � other government bodies such as educational institutions. 

Further information, including venue and accommodation details, will be available on 
the website soon www.arrb.com.au/RegionalSymposium2012.

Registration will open Monday 14 May 2012 – register before early 
bird closes on Friday 15 June 2012.

29th ARRB Regional Symposium 
24-25 July, Ballarat, Victoria

The national strategic research program 
addresses five key areas: bituminous 
surfacings, pavement technology, asset 
management, road safety engineering 
and network operations. What can 
this program of research offer local 
government?

Bituminous surfacings research covers 
the areas of bitumen and polymer 
modified binders, asphalt and sprayed 
seals. As an example, bitumen extenders 
and alternatives to bitumen are being 
investigated for road surfacings. One 
promising product is tall oil pitch (an 
organic waste product produced in 
paper manufacturing) which may extend 
bitumen by between 7 to 10%. In 
another field trial, current formulations 
of all Austroads polymer modified binder 
(PMB) classes have been laid side-by-side 
together with a bitumen control, to enable 
their performance to be monitored and 
ranked in two real-life situations.

Pavement technology research 
continues to focus on the response of 
flexible pavements to changing vehicle 
loads and new-generation heavy vehicles. 
A standard test involving use of a new 
large format wheel-tracker for testing 
granular bases is under development. 
Additionally work on laboratory 
characterisation of cemented materials is 
progressing. Field trials of foamed bitumen 
stabilised pavements are underway.

Asset management provides 
an overarching framework for 
implementation of the detailed technical 
investigations of the other research 
areas. One recent project involved 
development of a new index that assesses 
the road roughness experienced by heavy 
vehicles for use in triggering pavement 
rehabilitation. In another project, a 
mobile rig is being developed to measure 
horizontal tyre forces of a turning heavy 
vehicle on pavement surfaces. 

In road safety the key focus is to assist 
to develop the road and the roadside 
environment in order to reduce the 
incidence and severity of crashes as part of 
the Safe System approach. As an example, 
the use of rural gateway treatments for 

speed management has a considerable 
safety benefit. Current research on 
roadside safety involves investigation 
of three key areas; roadside hazard 
management, selection and placement of 
safety barriers, and selection of  
clear zones.

Network operations research is targeted 
at improving the productivity and reliability 
of the road network in moving people and 
goods. A project on the application of the 
network operations planning framework 
to assist with congestion management 
and integrated land use and transport is 
a good example. Similarly, implementing 
national best practice for traffic control 
at worksites is very pertinent for local 
government.

Research project findings will inform future 
updates of the Austroads Guides which 
are available for free download by local 
government from www.austroads.com.au
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Between 2010 and 2012 ARRB Group 
successfully worked with the Queensland 
Roads Alliance (a partnership between 
local governments, the Department of 
Transport and Main Roads (TMR) and the 
LGAQ for the optimal management of 
regionally significant local roads) to pro-
actively assess the road safety attributes 
of 20,000 km of local government roads. 
The assessments were undertaken using 
a jointly owned (ARRB Group/Roads 
Alliance) road safety assessment tool 
called ‘NetRisk’.

Following the completion of the 
assessments, the Roads Alliance has 
asked the ARRB Group to run a series 
of workshops to train Roads Alliance 
Regional Roads Groups (RRGs are 
regional groupings of councils and TMR 
regional offices) on how to:

 � interpret the NetRisk results

 � develop responses and strategies to 
address deficiencies identified

 � integrate remedial action plans into 
normal works prioritisation procedures

 � utilise existing materials and guides, 
referencing accepted best practice.

These workshops will be delivered across 
Queensland from mid-2012. For further 
information on the workshops, contact 
Dr Joseph Affum (ARRB Group) on (07) 
3260 3508 or Susan Barlow (Department 
of Transport and Main Roads) on  
(07) 3306 7426.

Road safety training for 
Queensland local government

The 25th ARRB Conference will be held from 23-26 September 2012 at the Pan 
Pacific Hotel, Perth, immediately before the ATRF Conference. 

All delegates will receive two free issues of the Road and Transport Research 
journal following the conferences. The free issues will be delivered as downloadable 
pdf files via the ARRB website and password access.

www.arrb.com.au/conferences
Platinum sponsor: Conference endorsed by:

Register now!Early bird savings until 17 August 2012

The following workshops are available 
throughout Australia. These courses are 
recognised by Engineers Australia for Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) purposes.

Freight & heavy vehicles: access & safety
 � Sydney, 5-6 June 
 � Melbourne, 3-4 July
 � Brisbane, 17-18 July
 � Perth, 28-29 August
 � Adelaide, 23-24 Oct

Managing road pavement assets
 � Adelaide, 5-6 June
 � Sydney, 17-18 July
 � Melbourne, 14-15 August

Basic geometric road design
 � Brisbane, 20-22 June 

Bridge inspections
 � Ballarat, 19-20 June, Level 1
 � Brisbane, 23-24 Oct, Level 1 
 � Brisbane, 25-26 Oct, Level 2

Traffic theory & applications
 � Sydney, 30-31 May
 � Perth, 13-14 June
 � Melbourne, 11-12 July
 � Adelaide, 1-2 August
 � Brisbane, 5-6 September

Treatment of crash locations
 � Melbourne, 19-20 June
 � Perth, 18-19 July
 � Adelaide, 26-27 July
 � Canberra, 7-8 August
 � Darwin, 27-28 August
 � Brisbane, 30-31 August

Other workshops in 2012 include:
 � Intersection & roundabout design
 � Fundamentals of transport & accessibility 

modelling
 � Transport policy development
 � Parking design & management
 � Mining roads: a systematic approach to safety 

& traffic management
 � Local area traffic management
 � An introduction to geotechnical investigation 

& design

Upcoming webinar:
 � Crashes on local government roads and what 

to do about them, 19 June

For a full list of ARRB training workshops visit 
www.arrb.com.au/workshops. Should you 
wish to attend a workshop, or request more 
information on workshops or webinars,  
please contact training@arrb.com.au  
or call 61 3 9881 1680.

Upcoming workshops
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